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Oirat commander's name. Sumer. which is rendered inaccurately in Arabic writing both in the "Chronicle" by Churiis
and in the Tiir"ikh-i Kiishghar '·
Until now. there had been no full scholarly edition of
the biography of Zaya pandita or academically viable translation. that is. a translation that conveys the content of the
work as accurately as possible. Specialists in Mongolian
studies used various copies of the biography. often makeshift and incomplete. while specialists in other fields such
as historians of Eastern Muslim countries used the unedited
Russian translation (a rough draft) of the biography
prepared in 1938 by G. N. Rumiantsev on the basis of
an incomplete Oirat original '.
The edition of the Zaya pandita's biography prepared
by A. G. Sazykin is based on an irreproachable manuscript
of the work. It is the most complete of all known manuscripts and also contains additional information on the
history of the Oirats for the period from 16 78 to 1691.
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This manuscript. acquired by A. V. Burdukov in 1910 in
Western Mongolia. is today held at the St. Petersburg
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies (call number
C 413). For the new translation into Russian. a "line-byline. entirely unedited" translation by G. N. Rumiantsev
from the Orientalists' Archive (at the St. Petersburg Branch
of the Institute of Oriental Studies) was used.
Thanks to the careful labours of Russia's most prominent Mongolian specialist. Aleksei Sazykin, we now have
a full scholarly edition and reliable Russian translation of
one of the most important texts of seventeenth-century
Oirat literature. the "Story of Rabjam Zaya Pandita" by
Radnabhadra.
It is our hope that the Publishing Centre "Peterburgskoe Vostokovedenie" will follow this book with new
editions as relevant in theme and impressive in execution.

T. Sultanov

'Shah-Mahmi"1d lbn Mirza Fadil Churas. l\lmmika (Chronicle). Critical text. translation. commcntro·ics. study. and indices by
0. F. i\kimushkin (Moscow. 1976). Sec Commentaries. pp. 307-8. 324.
'Biogra/iia Zaia-/)(JJidity Pen.Tm/ s kolmykskogo ia:yka (Biography of Zaya pandita. Translation from the Kalmyk Language)
Oricntalists' i\rchi\c al the St. Petersbur.~ Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. su:tion 11. inv. I. itcm 345.

Osmanlt devleti ve medeniyeti tarihi, ed. E. ihsanoglu,
vol. ii. istanbul: 1998, XXXVI, 849 pp., 250 ills. Osmanh Devleti ve Medeniyet Tarihi Serisi, 2;
Osmanlt matematik literatiirii tarihi - History of
Mathematical literature during the Ottoman Period,
haz1rlayanlar E. ihsanoglu, Ramazan Se~en ve Cevat
izgi, ed. E. ihsanoglu, vols. i-ii. istanbul: 1999, CVI,
720 pp. - him Tarihi Kaynaklan ve Ara~t1rmalan
Serisi, 8. Osmanh bilim tarihi literatiirii, No. 2;
H. Sahillioglu. Studies on Ottoman Economic and
Social History. istanbul: 1999, 221 pp. - Ottoman
History and Civilization Series, 3;

The West and Islam: Towards a Dialogue, ed.
D. Abuhusayn and M. I. Waley. Istanbul: 1999, 152 pp.,
20 ills. - Lecture Series, I.
The present review examines the latest publications of the
Turkish Centre for Research on Islamic History. Art and
Culture (islam Tarih. Sana! vc Kiiltlir Ara~tmna Merkczi).
founded in 1980 at the initiative of its current director.
Prof. E. ihsanoglu within the organizational framework of
the Islamic Conference. These publications arc extremely
diverse and reflect the entire spectrum of the Centre's interests. which stand out in the context of similar organizations
by virtue of their excellent scholarship, outstandingly
executed publications. and broad range of interests.
Osmanlr devleti ve medeniveti tarihi is the second volume of a broad-based collecti~e monograph on the history
of the Ottoman state and civilization (first published
in 1994) written by a group of Turkish scholars under the
direction of Ekmclcddin ishanoglu, head of the Centre for
( B. l\onk. 2000

Research on Islamic History and Culture. The book consists
of several parts: Language and Literature, Religion, Education and Science, Art and Architecture. Each of these sections provides comprehensive information on the given
topic. For example. the chapter on literature does not fail to
treat the so-called "Indian" style, which influenced Turkiclanguage literature. It also lists the names of a great many
literary figures who lived during the Ottoman Empire. their
chief works. and major poetic anthologies (tezkere). The
main events in literary life throughout Ottoman history are
examined as well. The history of music in the empire also
receives detailed attention: the scope is exhaustive, ranging
from various types of musical works to musical instruments. This detailed exposition is complemented by 250
illustrations: photographs of manuscripts, buildings, portraits. miniatures. musical instruments (for a list of illustrations. see pp. Xlll-XX). These illustrations are all the
more important because they were taken from rich Turkish
collections which remain insufficiently familiar to European scholarship to this day. The book is augmented by excellent indices and a useful bibliography (pp. 569-648).
Written in the best scholarly traditions by a group of the most
competent Turkish specialists (one of whom, Dr. Esin Atil, is
a member of the Free Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution;
the others work in Turkish universities and research centres).
is undoubtedly worthy of becoming an encyclopaedia, or at
least an important reference source, for the history of culture,
art, and architecture in the Ottoman Empire. The virtues of
this collective monograph render it of interest not only to
specialists and students in Ottoman studies, but also to anyone with a knowledge of the Turkish language.
The publication of the two-volume Osmanlr matematik
literatiirii tarihi was timed to coincide with the 700-year
anniversary of the Ottoman Empire. This thorough, profcs-
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sional reference work on the history of mathematical literature in the Ottoman Empire includes the names of 491
mathematicians who lived between the fifteenth and twentieth centuries. The names of these scholars arc arranged by
the dates of their death. Each name is followed by brief
biographical information (when available), as well as a list
of works on mathematics (in Arabic script and Latin transcription) and manuscript copies arranged in chronological
order by the date of their copying.
We note the accuracy with which the reference work
was prepared: nearly all manuscript collections in Turkey
were scrutinized, an enormous number of articles and
monographs consulted, and a multitude of manuscript collection catalogues studied. Published in Turkish and issued
on excellent paper, the book also features a convenient
scholarly apparatus and a detailed bibliography. Thanks to
these features, it is easy and pleasant to use this reference
work. In Russian scholarship, one finds a close parallel in
the three-volume work prepared by G. N. Matvievskaya
and 8. A. Rozcnfcld, which is, unfortunately, not cited by
the authors of the publication under review 1.
There can be no doubt that this publication of the
Centre for Research on Islamic History, Art, and Culture
from the series "The History of Ottoman Scholarly Literature" is a notable contribution to creating a multi-faceted
histo1y of Muslim scholarly thought.
The economic history of the Ottoman Empire in the late
medieval period is the subject of a collection of articles by
Prof. Hali! Sahillioglu entitled "Studies on Ottoman Economic and Social History". The author is a professional historian and economist who has for many years conducted farranging research on various aspects of the economic and social histo1y of the Ottoman Empire. The eight articles gathered together here (seven in English, and one in French) reflect the most important part of his investigations. Basing
himself on a wide airny of diverse sources, the author examines such important questions in the histo1y of the Ottoman
Empire as the problem of moncta1y circulation, treasrny receipts and expenditures, and the economic and social aspects
of the institution of slavc1y. The chronological framework is
from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century.
Of special interest, in my view, is his work on the international circulation of money and precious metals in the
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history of monetary circulation within the Ottoman
Empire from 1300 to 1750 (pp. 27-64 ). In their entirety,
the studies collected in the book are interesting not only for
their sources, some of which arc unfamiliar to European
scholars, but also for the reflection they provide of the
views, positions and discussions now current in Turkish
historical scholarship. In this connection, it is fruitful to
compare the author's work with the research of his Russian
colleagues 2 . Without doubt, the book deserves the serious
attention of specialists on Turkish history, as well as all
those with an interest in or connection to the history of the
Ottoman Empire.
In recent decades, many European countries have encountered the problem of increasing immigration from
Muslim countries, which has led to a search for means
of integrating these groups into the value systems and
lifestyle of Western civilization. Another aspect of this
problem lies in the area of international relations. What
principles will underlie relations between Western and
Islamic civilization '1 Will the West consider Islam an ideology which aims for world domination and, in this sense,
as the inheritor of the communist idea'' Will Muslim countries, in turn, view Western civilization as a direct threat to
their independence'' Or will relations be based on mutual
respect for the histo1y, culture, and traditions of one's
own and other countries 'I "The West and Islam: Towards
a Dialogue" focuses on a single idea: the necessity and
importance of inter-civilizational dialogue. It presents the
views of six prominent scholars and politicians from both
East and West on the issue (also, five of the 12 publications
that make up the book arc by Prof. E. ihsanoglu, director
of the Centre).
The book represents an attempt to outline means of
solving the difficult problems of communication between
civilizations through a more detailed examination of the
role of Islam in histo1y and culture, as well as a comparison
of two different mentalities: Eastern and Western. The appearance of this collection cannot fail to arouse the interest
of Russian specialists, as Russia today faces all of the issues
noted above 1 .

B. Norik

1 G. P. Matvievskaia, B. A. Rozenl'cl'd, Mare111aliki i a.1·1ro110111y 11111.\'ll/'111a11skogo srednel'ekov'iu i ikh /rudy (VI/I-XVII v1·.) (Mathematicians and Astronomers or the Muslim Middle Ages and Their Works: 8th-17th Centuries). Bibliographic reference work (Moscow.
1983}, i-iii.
1 Sec, for example, M. S. Meler, Osmanskaia imperiia \'XVI// v. Cherty strukturnogo kri=isa (The Ottoman Empire in the 18th
Century. Aspects or Structural Crisis) (Moscow, 1991): Os111a11skaia 1111peniu ,. pen'oi chetverri XVII v. (The Ottoman Empire in the
First Quarter of the 17th Century). A collection or documents and materials drawn up by H. M. lbragimbeyli and N. S. Rashba, ed.
M. S. Meyer, (Moscow, 1984).
1 Cl'. the materials or an international scholarly conference held in Zvenigorod (near Moscow) in I 992Isla111 i prohlemy 111e:h1si1·i/i:a1sion11ogo \'Cai111odci.1·11·iia (Islam and Problems or Interaction between Civilizations). Theses of papers and reports (M<lCOW, 1992).

